Exploring Iris
by Jordan Pal

TEACHER WORKSHEET: GRADES 1–3
Iris by Jordan Pal gives you and your students a wonderful introduction into the world of timbre, or the
quality of the sound, and the way a composer might use layers of sound to create different textures.
Age-appropriate explorations of these elements for students in Grades 1–3 include learning about the
classification of instrumental timbre (i.e., wind, string, electronic, membrane, or percussion) and the
classification of instruments by means of sound production (i.e., strumming, striking, shaking, or blowing). The following activities will help your students explore these elements of sound in Iris, as well as in
the world around them.

OBJECTIVES
Learn to focus on different layers and qualities of sound by listening to Iris using the Melody Tracker.
Recognize and experience the timbre of the materials around us and how those sounds can change depending
on how they are produced.

STEPS
As a class, access Iris and the Melody Tracker on the TSO’s e-learning page. Listen to the excerpt from Iris and
have different students volunteer to use the Melody Tracker to follow the principal line around the Orchestra.
After you have tried this out several times as a class, talk together to identify the classification of each instrument
you heard (i.e., material and means of sound production).
As a class, briefly discuss the methods of sound production noted below for comprehension. Then have students
complete the matching-game worksheet on the following page to test their knowledge.
As a class, discuss each type of material listed in the scavenger hunt, and then send your students on the
scavenger hunt using the worksheet provided on the following page.
Think-Pair-Share as a class about what musical sounds they found, and the quality of sound that each material
made, using adjectives that are accessible to your students (e.g., wood sounded hollow, calm, and thumpy).

TAKING IT FURTHER
Provide students with a variety of materials.
Have them plan out an instrument design based on the above qualities, and then assist them as they build it.
Make sure you have a jam session at the end so everyone can show off their new instruments!
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EXPLORING SOUNDS
Activity #1
This is a list of actions you can perform to make a sound on an instrument. Can you figure out
which action you perform to play each instrument? Draw a line to match them up.

ACTIONS

INSTRUMENTS

Something that you strum
to make a sound

Something that you shake
to make a sound

Something that you strike
to make a sound

Something that you blow
in/over to make a sound
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EXPLORING SOUNDS
Activity #2
The material that an instrument is made out of is a big part of what kind of sound it makes. Go on a
scavenger hunt to find everyday objects around you that can make musical sounds! You might
have to strike, strum, shake, or even blow into each one to find out what kinds of sounds it can
make. Draw a picture of what you find.

PLASTIC SOUND

WOODEN SOUND

ELECTRONIC SOUND

MEMBRANE SOUND

METAL SOUND

NATURE SOUND
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